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ABSTRACT
As algorithms have become ubiquitous in consequential domains,
societal concerns about the potential for discriminatory outcomes
have prompted urgent calls to address algorithmic bias. In response,
a rich literature across computer science, law, and ethics is rapidly
proliferating to advance approaches to designing fair algorithms.
Yet computer scientists, legal scholars, and ethicists are often not
speaking the same language when using the term ‘bias.’ Debates
concerning whether society can or should tackle the problem of
algorithmic bias are hampered by conflations of various understand-
ings of bias, ranging from neutral deviations from a standard to
morally problematic instances of injustice due to prejudice, discrim-
ination, and disparate treatment. This terminological confusion
impedes efforts to address clear cases of discrimination.

In this paper, we examine the promises and challenges of differ-
ent approaches to disambiguating bias and designing for justice.
While both approaches aid in understanding and addressing clear
algorithmic harms, we argue that they also risk being leveraged in
ways that ultimately deflect accountability from those building and
deploying these systems. Applying this analysis to recent examples
of generative AI, our argument highlights unseen dangers in cur-
rent methods of evaluating algorithmic bias and points to ways to
redirect approaches to addressing bias in generative AI at its early
stages in ways that can more robustly meet the demands of justice.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Algorithms exert influence over an increasingly wide range of social
domains, including criminal justice, health care, finance, employ-
ment, and education [21, 39, 43, 86, 91, 118, 122, 147]. In both the aca-
demic literature and at a societal level, there is a growing awareness
of the potential for bias or discrimination in the use of algorithms in
sociotechnical systems [21, 22, 28, 37, 57, 109, 115, 119, 137]. When
claims of discriminatory effects from such systems arise, public
calls to address algorithmic fairness follow closely behind [107],
leading to considerable attention from regulatory bodies around
the world in recent years [14, 15, 17, 66, 85, 132, 143].

While there may be an emerging consensus that algorithms em-
bedded in sociotechnical systems should be designed to be fair, com-
puter scientists, legal scholars, and ethicists are not speaking the
same language when using terms such as bias, fairness, and discrim-
ination [108]. In a 2018 survey, Narayanan highlights twenty-one
common technical definitions of fairness, a subset that is illus-
trative, not exhaustive, of mathematical approaches to bias [111],
and Suresh and Guttag observe at least seven distinct sources of
downstream harm that can arise at different stages of the machine
learning lifecycle [136]. Technical definitions of fairness are often
incompatible with one another, and the choice of which to employ
when designing or evaluating an algorithm for fairness has an enor-
mous influence on outcomes [42, 60, 97]. Further, the relationships
between the various technical definitions of fairness and the legal
and ethical notions of antidiscrimination, equality, and justice are
not well understood.

These considerations are of vital consequence for legislative and
enforcement efforts, such as the EU Artificial Intelligence Act [17],
the White House’s Blueprint for an AI Bill of Rights [143], and the
US Federal Trade Commission’s call for businesses to test their algo-
rithms regularly to ensure they do not discriminate on the basis of a
protected attribute [85, 132]. When assessing algorithmic bias from
a legal or policy perspective, one confronts challenges associated
with definition, detection, and enforcement [92]. Longstanding an-
tidiscrimination doctrine, for example, protects individuals against
discrimination on the basis of certain protected classes tied to so-
cial identities of race, sex, and religion and, accordingly, prohibits
the consideration of these protected characteristics in decisions
that influence economic opportunity [92]. It is well-recognized,
however, that, even in cases where algorithms explicitly exclude
protected characteristics in their labeling, such features can con-
tinue to influence algorithmically-informed decisions [92]. For ex-
ample, because race is highly correlated with ZIP code, information
about an individual’s location can serve as a proxy for this pro-
tected characteristic even when race is explicitly excluded from
consideration [49].
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Given the vast quantities of personal data analyzed by platforms,
the fact that they do not explicitly use protected characteristics
does little to establish confidence that such characteristics do not
influence their results [24, 47]. Further, it is unlikely that, if proxies
for protected characteristics do influence the results, they will do so
in ways that can be proven to be unlawfully discriminatory without
access to substantial additional statistical evidence [92].

In this paper, we analyze current approaches to algorithmic bias
with respect to their potential as well as continued challenges for
addressing harms to individuals, groups, and society. First (§ 2), we
analyze differences between technical, legal, and ethical approaches
to defining fairness in order to lay the groundwork for a broader
understanding of the underlying harms and the values that, as a
society, we should seek to protect in designing and enforcing fair
algorithms. Then (§ 3), we outline two common approaches to ad-
dressing algorithmic bias: disambiguating different notions of bias
and designing for justice. We argue that, while promising, both ap-
proaches carry risks: disambiguating bias can neutralize the term in
ways that undermine public calls for justice and can also be used to
avoid accountability for addressing algorithmic harms. Designing
for justice and equity seeks to capture the broad range of social
harms but also risks collapsing into debates similar to those that
plague the algorithmic fairness literature. Lastly (§§ 4 and 5), we
apply our analysis to generative AI to demonstrate methods of iden-
tifying and disambiguating bias in such systems, and conclude by
suggesting forward-looking approaches to ensuring accountability
for algorithmically-driven injustices and inequities.

2 WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR AN
ALGORITHM TO BE FAIR?

The literature reflects a broad range of philosophical, legal, and
technical approaches to defining fairness that may provide a basis
for designing and evaluating fair algorithms. Notably, philosophical
and legal notions provide underpinnings for an expansive view of
algorithmic harms and algorithmic justice. However, in the techni-
cal literature, concerns about harms from sociotechnical systems
are often reduced to measuring various forms of bias in algorithmic
results.

2.1 Philosophical and Legal Notions of Justice
and Antidiscrimination

John Rawls, one of the most influential philosophers on defining
justice, contends in his 1971 A Theory of Justice that “justice is
the first virtue of social institutions” [125]. Justice is the primary
normative criterion we should use in evaluating social institutions
and, thus, “laws and institutions no matter how efficient and well-
arranged must be reformed or abolished if they are unjust” [125].
Rawls argues that principles of justice should apply to the core so-
cial institutions that “distribute fundamental rights and duties and
determine the division of advantages from social cooperation” [125].
Such political, social, and economic arrangements are the principal
focus of justice because they define people’s basic rights and du-
ties and “influence their life prospects” [125]. Given the profound
influence of algorithms in significant social institutions, including
credit, housing, employment, and criminal justice decisions, it is
therefore essential to evaluate the justice of algorithmic decisions.

Rawls defends a principle of justice as fairness, not as equivalent
terms, but to clarify that principles of justice should specify fair
terms of cooperation in society. Determining whether terms are
fair is not merely treating similar cases similarly. Instead, Rawls
leverages a thought experiment, referred to as the ‘original posi-
tion’ [125], to determine which principles could be embraced by
people “as free and equal,” rather than from a position of domi-
nation or subordination [125, 126]. The thought experiment asks
people to consider whether they could accept principles of justice
no matter where within the social order they fell. Imagine they do
not know specifics about their particular situation, but do know
general facts about people and society (including facts about racial
and gender discrimination, economic inequality, and scarcity). In
this scenario, people should choose principles of justice that could
be embraced even if they ended up in the least advantaged position
in society. If they meet this test and protect the basic dignity of
each person, we have some confidence in believing the principles
of justice are fair.

Rawls’ specific principles of justice have been influential (and
controversial) in contemporary theorizing about justice. While
applying his theory to algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper,
we introduce Rawls because his core methods of thinking about
the justice of social institutions illustrate the expansive nature of
philosophical approaches that extend beyond applying bias metrics
or treating like cases alike.We argue that taking this more expansive
view is essential to understanding what is missing when evaluations
of fairness are restricted to more limited notions of bias.

Like philosophical notions, antidiscrimination law takes an ex-
pansive view of justice in society. Antidiscrimination law developed
to address systematic patterns of disadvantage, such as those rooted
in the institutions of slavery and Jim Crow segregation in the United
States. The Civil Rights Act of 1964 outlawed segregation in public
places and prohibited employment discrimination on the basis of
race, color, religion, sex, or national origin—with the aim of “dis-
mantling systems of segregation that were endemic to American
economic and political systems” [91]. In this way, antidiscrimina-
tion law is arguably designed to embody a form of distributive
justice, operationalizing principles such as that morally irrelevant
characteristics like race and sex should not determine one’s oppor-
tunities in life [83]. Antidiscrimination law’s recognition of harms
from discrimination can also be understood through a Rawlsian
lens, as rules one might choose in the original position [83]. For
instance, the Supreme Court’s interpretation of Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964 as prohibiting “not only overt discrimination,
but also practices that are fair in form, but discriminatory in opera-
tion,” including criteria exhibiting a discriminatory preference for
or excluding any group and cannot be shown to be related to job
performance [6], may reflect what a rational person would choose
as a rule for society, not knowing what their own social standing
would be [83].

2.2 Technical Measurements of Bias in
Algorithms

An expansive and growing number of definitions of algorithmic
fairness have been presented and evaluated in the computer science
literature [106, 128]. In one survey, Narayanan identifies a broad
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collection of fairness definitions, including various notions of sta-
tistical bias, group fairness, blindness, individual fairness, process
fairness, diversity, and representational harms [111]. Among these,
a frequently used fairness definition is statistical bias, i.e., the dif-
ference between an estimator’s expected value and the true value
of the parameter being estimated. Yet, it is widely recognized that
statistical bias is inherently limited as a fairness definition because
it does not account for biases in the underlying data [111].

For example, the COMPAS risk assessment algorithm employed
by many US courts to assess recidivism risk was calibrated to meet
fairness defined in terms of statistical bias. It was shown to produce
recidivism scores that were only slightly less predictive for black
men than white men, seemingly satisfying fairness when under-
stood as statistical bias. However, COMPAS also produced many
more false positives among black defendants and false negatives
among white defendants due to the data reflecting differences in
recidivism prevalence between these groups, which are a prod-
uct of biases in society [21]. Black men are more likely to live in
neighborhoods that have a greater police presence, are subjected to
racial profiling by officers, and as a result are re-arrested more often
than white men. In this context, the high rate of false positives for
black men is particularly concerning, especially when compared
to the elevated false negatives for white men, exacerbating the
over-incarceration of black men in our criminal justice system [18].

Group fairness definitions measure bias in a model in terms
of systematic differences between groups [111]. As one example,
the equalized odds definition requires protected and unprotected
groups to have equal rates for true positives and false positives [103].
For an algorithm used in support of making loan decisions, for
instance, this aims to address potential bias against certain groups
that may be learned from the training data, such as that members
of historically marginalized groups are denied loans despite being
creditworthy. Equalized odds requires ensuring that the fractions of
non-defaulters and defaulters approved for loans are equal across
groups.

Use of such definitions has limitations, as research has shown
that it is impossible to achieve three or more (and, in some cases,
even two) group fairness definitions simultaneously [42, 97]. In
addition, satisfying even one fairness definition can result in a
significant loss in accuracy [45]. For example, in the case of equal-
ized odds, an algorithm must achieve equally high accuracy across
all groups, so an algorithm performs only as well as it does on
the hardest-to-classify group [75]. Further, where there are dis-
parities in prevalence between groups—resulting, e.g., from mea-
surement bias or historical prejudice—balancing outcomes across
different groups requires treating people from different groups
differently [23, 103, 111].

The technical literature also introduces tools for mitigating al-
gorithmic bias. Researchers have shown that designing algorithms
to be blind to sensitive attributes does not eliminate bias against
protected groups, as a sensitive feature such as race may be redun-
dantly encoded in other features such as place of residence [75].
One approach is to explicitly recognize differences in prevalence,
such as with Dwork et al.’s fairness through awareness, which is
based on the principle that “similar individuals should be treated
similarly,” using a metric that defines how similar two individuals
are in the context of a particular decision-making task [55].

2.3 Limitations, Trade-offs, and Gaps Between
Definitions

The limitations of technical definitions and the impossibility of
satisfying multiple definitions simultaneously requires explicitly
addressing the trade-offs between different definitions, as well as
between fairness and other considerations such as accuracy [111].
Quantitative definitions also overlook how inequality compounds
over time, even through generations, and they cannot resolve con-
flicts between different values, among other concerns [112]. In
practice, the application of such approaches may be limited due
to privacy concerns and data minimization policies [93]. Further,
there are challenges with respect to measuring bias throughout
different stages of the machine learning lifecycle, as measures of
bias at one stage may not be reliably correlated with measures in
downstream tasks [65].

Some scholars have argued that quantitative approaches are lim-
ited in their ability to combat oppression due to being overly formal
and limited to isolated decision-making procedures [30, 69, 71, 129].
For example, Green argues that “efforts to formulate mathematical
definitions of fairness overlook the contextual and philosophical
meanings of fairness” [69] (citing [30, 70, 84, 100, 129]). The various
fairness definitions rely on a wide range of understandings of the
concept of bias, whether conceptualized as differences between the
prediction and the world, different treatment for different groups,
human prejudice in the data collection, or other factors [16, 25, 103].
As we will argue below, the wide variety in understandings of bias
can impede well-meaning efforts at correcting problematic forms
of prejudice, unjust treatment, and discrimination.

Consider, for instance, the relationships between philosophical,
legal, and technical definitions of bias in the context of antidis-
crimination law. Many scholars have argued that fairness defini-
tions have a role to play in auditing algorithms for evidence of
unlawful discrimination (see, e.g., [79, 87]). While antidiscrimina-
tion law aims to protect individuals from harmful discrimination
stemming from longstanding prejudice, current doctrine is applied
more narrowly, in cases where demonstrable harm is shown in a
regulated context with a deep history of discrimination, such as
employment, housing, education, credit, and public accommoda-
tion (see, e.g., [2, 4, 7]). Antidiscrimination law explicitly prohibits
discrimination in ads for housing and job opportunities based on
protected attributes such as race, sex, age, religion, disability status,
and more [1, 3, 5]. This carries through to algorithmic decisions, as
recent findings of discrimination have led online platforms to im-
plement changes to address discriminatory targeting and delivery
of certain ads [19, 140]. Discrimination may manifest as disparate
treatment (see, e.g., [8, 10]), in the case of an algorithm that explic-
itly considers a protected attribute or where it is intended to classify
on the basis of a protected attribute, or as disparate impact (see,
e.g., [6, 12]), in the case of an algorithm that has a disproportionate
effect on a protected group without a business justification.

Narayanan argues that disparate impact has emerged as the pre-
vailing definition of unintentional algorithmic discrimination in
part because it can be readily measured using quantitative tools
using existing datasets from a single setting at a single point in time,
and that “[i]njustices other than disparate impact seem illegible to
regulators” [112]. It is notoriously difficult to establish the intent
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behind a human decision, as, for instance, individuals are often not
even aware of their own intentions, but it is especially challenging
to establish with the rise of algorithmic decision-making. The shift
to algorithmic decision-making risks deflecting accountability for
addressing harm by companies offsetting their own responsibili-
ties by pointing to the decision-making powers of an algorithmic
system—potentially using questions about whether AI systems can
have intentions to keep discussions of legal liability stuck in ab-
stract philosophy of mind discussions while avoiding addressing
accountability for harms perpetrated through these systems.

Challenges in understanding the relationships between different
technical notions of fairness and legal conceptions of fairness, such
as those operating within antidiscrimination law [79, 87], do not
exhaust the complications in the fairness debate. Crawford argues
that most of the technical work on fairness aims to confront in-
stances of allocative harm, leaving unaddressed a category of harms
stemming from the use of biased algorithms called representational
harms [47].

Allocative harms, according to Crawford, arise when systems
allocate or withhold resources or opportunities to people on the
basis of their group identity (e.g., when a woman is offered a lower
credit limit than her husband despite a shared financial history) [47].
Because allocative harms are discrete, transactional, and easily quan-
tifiable, they lend themselves to technical analysis and intervention
through application of the various types of technical definitions of
fairness that have been proposed [47]. In contrast, representational
harms occur when systems reinforce the subordination of certain
groups on the basis of their social identity. Representational harms
are difficult to formalize because they are long-term, diffuse, and
tied to how people are represented and understood socially [47].
Crawford identifies numerous examples of representational harms
such as those involving stereotyping, failures of recognition, harms
of denigration, underrepresentation, or ex-nomination (where cer-
tain groups are framed as the norm by not giving them names, such
as the use of ‘athlete’ for men vs. ‘female athlete’ for women) [47].

One way of thinking about allocative harms is through the lens
of distributive justice, although this notion extends far beyond the
narrow protections in current antidiscrimination law and quantita-
tive definitions of fairness. Likewise, representational harms can be
understood through a broader philosophical lens of epistemic injus-
tice, introduced by Fricker [59] to describe ways in which people
can be harmed in their capacity as epistemic agents, because these
harms of representation reflect and reinforce problematic episte-
mological frameworks through which we understand and interpret
our experiences. Philosophical discussions of justice and fairness
aim to capture and analyze both what an ideal theory of justice
requires and the ways our existing systems fall short. This broad
lens is a useful metric for analyzing instances where algorithmic
fairness and antidiscrimination law fall short of their goals.

Applying a philosophical lens for evaluating justice and fairness
reveals even broader gaps in the literature. Technical notions of
fairness and justice are often “conflated,” bearing “the consequence
that distributive justice concerns are not addressed explicitly” [98].
Scholars argue that they risk “mirroring some of antidiscrimina-
tion discourse’s most problematic tendencies” [81] and “often ex-
acerbate oppression and legitimize unjust institutions” [69] (cit-
ing [50, 68, 88, 116, 117, 123]). For these reasons, some call for

rejecting fairness in favor of alternative frames of justice, equity,
or reparation [69]. Bui and Noble argue that “simply striving for
fairness in the face of these [unjust] systems of power does little
to address” the unjust power structures themselves, and argue for
deeply interrogating the underlying power structures and inequali-
ties of such systems [36]. Similarly, D’Ignazio and Klein show how
intersectional feminist theories can be applied towards tackling
unjust power structures through data science and data ethics [54].
Likewise, Costanza-Chock’s principles of design justice call for de-
signers to critically examine how existing practices contribute to
the reproduction of systemic oppression and to transform design’s
values to better meet the aims of social justice [46]. Drawing from
intersectional critical theorists, Davis et al. develop a principle of
algorithmic reparations, which they argue can name, unmask, and
undo both allocative and representational harms in algorithms [50].

We support calls to move beyond discussions of bias to broader
notions of justice, but we argue that the challenge is to do so in a
way that can actually address unjust power structures. Complex
social phenomena and normative goals can be challenging to for-
malize in ways that can be built into mathematical systems and
translated into clear laws and policies [113, 114]. Developing ap-
proaches that interface well with both normative and technical
understandings will be necessary to ensure protection for individu-
als, groups, and society, but it must be done with care. It may be
appealing for both regulators and technologists to focus on the
most readily quantifiable measures of bias, as they can seemingly
render abstract problems more concrete. However, there is a risk
of narrowing the scope of analysis in ways that can obscure the
broader social context that is crucial to understanding algorithmic
harm. As Tukey posited with his maxim for data analysis, “[f]ar
better an approximate answer to the right question, which is often
vague, than the exact answer to the wrong question, which can
always be made precise” [138]. It is critical to focus on developing
approaches that address fundamental normative concerns regard-
ing algorithmic harms, even if they might seem vague, rather than
focusing on notions of bias just because they lend themselves to
quantification and not because they capture what is important.

3 DISAMBIGUATING ALGORITHMIC BIAS:
FROM NEUTRALITY TO JUSTICE

Discussions of algorithmic fairness often focus on unpacking spe-
cific quantitative definitions of fairness that measure forms of bias
arising at certain stages in the development and deployment of
algorithmic systems. We refer to the tendency to reduce questions
of fairness to discussions of bias metrics as the normative reduction
claim. As we outlined in section 2, the reduction of fairness to a
bias metric omits broader considerations of justice that the public
means to call attention to when critiquing algorithms for the ways
they contribute to and perpetuate injustices in society. Although
scholars often acknowledge the limitations of normative reduction
as tackling a more tractable subset of the problem, the gaps be-
tween technical, legal, and ethical approaches to algorithmic bias
can undermine even our best efforts to address this problem.

In this section, we discuss current approaches to algorithmic bias
and highlight two potential solutions, as well as challenges that
arise with each approach. The first approach seeks to disambiguate
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different notions of bias. While helpful, this approach lends itself
towards neutralizing the term bias in ways that can undermine
efforts to address bias and can be used to deflect accountability
for addressing algorithmic harms. The second approach seeks to
substitute discussions of bias or fairness with discussions of jus-
tice, thereby explicitly addressing unjust power structures. This
approach is promising insofar as it seeks a broader lens, but, in
moving to develop broader discussions of algorithmic justice, theo-
rists must take care not to replicate some of the problems that have
beset discussions of algorithmic fairness and bias.

3.1 Current Approaches to Algorithmic Bias
As early as 1996, Friedman and Nissenbaum’s normative work
on bias identified technical bias, resulting from specific technical
constraints, as one of three types of bias that can arise in com-
puter systems [61]. Also important, they argue, are preexisting
social biases and emergent biases, which arise out of particular use
cases [61]. Since then, increasing attention has been drawn to other
significant ways social prejudice can be embedded in data sets, as
well as the ways biases can arise when algorithms are trained on
data sets that are not representative of the population to which
they are applied [56, 115, 119]. Friedman and Nissenbaum call for
“freedom from bias” as one of the important criteria by which to
judge the acceptability of automated systems [61]. In more recent
work, Nissenbaum has disavowed the “seductive diversion” of at-
tempts to “solve bias” in AI systems in ways that can distract from
asking whether the systems should be built or used in the first
place [123]. Yet within computer science, ‘bias’ can mean many dif-
ferent things—not all of which can be effectively eliminated given
the very nature of algorithmic design. As David Weinberger argues,
“bias is machine learning’s original sin” because it is embedded into
its very essence [142]. By looking for patterns in the data, machine
learning systems may find “biased patterns so subtle and complex
that they hide from the best-intentioned human attention” [142].

Further, despite the development of a rich body of technical
scholarship on algorithmic bias, the term ‘bias’ is generally not
wielded with same degree of precision as other terms used in the
computer science literature. Instead, ‘bias’ is often used as a catch-all
to refer to a wide range of behaviors which, in turn, are associated
with diverse types of harms, each of which has different types
of impacts on different groups of individuals. For instance, in a
2020 analysis of the body of papers on bias in natural language
processing, Blodgett et al. found that “the majority of them fail
to engage critically with what constitutes ‘bias’ in the first place,”
often referring to ‘bias’ using vague descriptions—or no description
at all—and relying instead on unstated assumptions about what
makes a system harmful, to whom, and why [33]. Nanayakkara et
al. reviewed the broader impact statements for research presented
at high-impact AI research conferences and found that, while ‘bias’
is “frequently mentioned,” it is “not always clear whether authors
are referring to bias in a societal or technical sense, or whether
technical forms of bias are related to social inequalities” [110].

The term ‘bias’ (or, similarly, ‘algorithmic bias’) lends more con-
fusion than clarity to the complex array of harms to individuals,
groups, and society stemming from the use of algorithms. Algorith-
mic bias has been used to refer to ‘biased’ data inputs (including

importing social prejudice as well as under- or over-representation
of certain groups), ‘biased’ algorithmic design (including optimiza-
tion tasks), and ‘biases’ that result from the algorithms designed in
one context being inappropriately used in different contexts [48],
tracking the three ‘types of bias’ Friedman and Nissenbaum high-
light [61]. Danks and London go beyond this early work to identify
five different meanings of bias: training data bias, algorithmic focus
bias, algorithmic processing bias, transfer context bias, and interpre-
tation bias [48]. These biases can also be the result of a deliberate
choice, for example, when statistical biases are used to ensure that
an algorithm is unbiased relative to a moral standard [48]. Danks
and London offer a “taxonomy of different types and sources of algo-
rithmic bias,” distinguishing between (i) “neutral or unobjectionable
forms of algorithmic bias” and (ii) biases that are “problematic” and
therefore demand a response [48]. They argue “there is no coher-
ent notion of ‘algorithmic bias”’ because the one term refers to
statistical, ethical, and legal biases [48]. These different notions of
bias can also be separated. It is possible for an algorithm to satisfy
technical specifications of fairness (e.g., by offering statistically
unbiased predictions) while remaining morally problematic. It is
also possible for statistical bias to be morally neutral [58].

Notwithstanding the value in unpacking the many different in-
stances, types, and sources of bias, we argue that the term ‘bias’ is
at best unhelpful and at worst can mask deep injustices. It also can
create a false sense that the barriers to addressing bias are insur-
mountable. This brief survey of meanings of the term illustrates
the confusion likely to arise when aiming to mitigate algorithmic
bias.

3.2 Two Potential Solutions and Their
Challenges

In this section, we highlight two promising approaches to algorith-
mic bias. One approach, which we call disambiguating algorithmic
bias, is to move from broad discussions of bias in favor of identify-
ing the specific notion of bias that is used in a particular instance,
as well as the groups affected and where within the lifecycle of
the algorithm it occurs. We see examples of this approach when
scholars specify the ways bias can arise at different points in the
development and deployment of an algorithm [48, 58, 61, 63, 136].
There is great value in specificity in order to track to whom and
where the problem occurs, as well as what corrective measures
are being used. Efforts to disambiguate and specify the meaning
of bias will go a long way towards clarity across disciplines when
discussing the wide range of problems and proposed solutions to
instances of algorithmic bias. However, this must be done with care,
as it also lends itself to using the broad concept of bias in more
neutral terms so that it can appropriately capture any instance of
deviation from a norm, including technical measures alongside the
moral notion.

The second approach to problems arising from the vast array of
referents captured by the broad term of algorithmic bias, which we
call designing for justice and equity, is to move away from discus-
sions of bias and fairness towards explicit discussions of equity and
justice (see, e.g., [36, 46, 50, 67]). We see this approach reflected by
scholars who have critiqued the limitations of quantitativemeasures
of bias or fairness in algorithms (see, e.g., [36, 46, 50, 54, 67, 69, 98]).
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While we think that there is much to be gained by turning towards
more “substantive” understandings of justice and fairness [69], ef-
forts to move in this direction continue to import some of the same
challenges that beset efforts to disambiguate questions of bias.

3.2.1 Disambiguating bias—and recognizing the dangers of neutral-
ity. The first approach to disambiguating the range of biases that
can arise in algorithms treats bias as a neutral umbrella term cap-
turing any deviation from a norm. Take, for example, Danks and
London’s argument that sometimes we can use ‘neutral’ technical
forms of bias to help address and correct for the morally problem-
atic forms of bias [48]. Furthermore, they acknowledge the frequent
negative connotation of the term ‘bias’ in English, but they explic-
itly use the term in “an older and more neutral way” in which
“‘bias’ simply refers to deviation from a standard” [48]. This broader
notion in which bias is used to mark deviations from the standard
is meant to encapsulate statistical bias (in which estimates deviate
from a standard), cases they label “moral bias in which a judgment
deviates from a moral norm,” and legal, social and psychological
biases, all defined in terms of deviation from a norm [48].

However, it is not simply that bias means one (or several) things
in the technical literature that are innocently different from the
normative uses of the term ‘bias’ at play when the public expresses
concerns of bias. The use of the term ‘bias’ for all of these differ-
ent senses can actually hamper our best efforts to try to address
problematic forms of injustice, prejudice, and discrimination that
underlie public concerns. Most scholars who seek to clarify the
many different meanings of algorithmic bias share the normative
goal of ensuring that algorithms can live up to our moral stan-
dards. However, the broader and more seemingly ‘neutral’ use of
the term bias in all of these instances leads to significant moral
confusion. Danks and London suggest that we should avoid calling
for an end to algorithmic bias because not all bias is bad and, in fact,
some biases are neutral and others can be beneficial to achieving
our normative goals, such as in the case where a biased algorithm
could be used to “reduce a moral societal bias” [48]. Chander, for
example, makes the case for designing algorithms to be conscious
of protected characteristics, employing algorithmic affirmative ac-
tion to remedy harms engendered by a “world permeated with the
legacy of discriminations past and the reality of discriminations
present” [41].

While we agree that additional clarity on how and where de-
viations from a certain standard arise in the process of designing,
training, and deploying algorithms, we do not believe the right
move is to neutralize the term bias. Doing so will likely undercut
efforts to address real social injustices that can arise. This neutral-
ization of the term bias does help explain why it arises in so many
different contexts with so many different implications—but, in so
doing, it undercuts the normative force of calls to eliminate bias.
After all, if ‘bias’ is a mere deviation from a standard, bias will
never be eliminated and those who resist social change can point to
the public naiveté of technical matters and easily dismiss calls for
‘unbiased’ algorithms as if people were calling for round squares.

Whether or not the public is naive about different statistical
measures or how algorithms are optimized to produce the desired
result has little bearing on the very real injustices that arise in
connection with the pervasive influence of algorithms on various

aspects of our modern lives. When the public calls for an end to
algorithmic bias, typically this is meant as a call for social justice and
to end prejudice, and is tied to long and well-documented histories
of racism, sexism, ageism, classism, and other longstanding social
prejudices.

Although scholars examining questions of bias or fairness rec-
ognize the limitations of technical work and avoid claiming that
technical specifications of bias or fairness capture the full com-
plexity of these real-world social problems (see, e.g., [30, 58, 69–
71, 81, 84, 100, 129]), standard strategies focus on quantitative mea-
sures to identify, quantify, and correct for biases in algorithms in
ways that are nevertheless largely divorced from normative un-
derstandings of harm [31, 33, 110]. Furthermore, the method of
disambiguating bias can also be exploited in ways that can under-
mine the aims of justice, as we explore through several case studies
in the next section.

3.2.2 Designing for justice and equity. The second approach of
avoiding the term ‘bias’ and shifting towards language of equity
and justice explicitly seeks to take a broader evaluation of the
harms wrought by algorithms in society. However, here too we
may collapse into an ever expanding set of debates about how best
to specify justice or ways to mathematically formalize and measure
philosophical theories of justice. In other words, we risk falling into
the same problems that plague the literature on algorithmic bias. For
example, when people call for equality, it can quickly lead to debates
about what we are trying to make equal and why. We can anticipate
that this will repeat the same issues that arise in fairness debates
with respect to specifying metrics according to which people should
be treated equally. Likewise, for questions of justice: some might
worry about how to specify justicemathematically and in away that
is not itself subject to overwhelming disagreement. For both of these
claims, the philosophical literature on justice and egalitarianism
can provide useful insights—but it will also be easy to conclude
there is a lot of continued disagreement and debate about what,
e.g., justice requires and how equality should best be measured
and protected in society. Such debates may be cited as an excuse to
avoid accountability for clear instances of harm.

However, specification of what justice and equality require is
worthwhile as a way to get to the heart of the problem in the
spirit of Tukey’s maxim for data analysis (§2.3). Despite continued
debates about which theory of justice is best, there is in fact sub-
stantial agreement with respect to some clear instances of harm.
As Rawls suggests in his later work seeking to grapple with the
continued disagreements in society, in any society that protects
freedom of thought and expression, continued disagreement about
key normative questions should be expected [126]. Despite con-
tinued disagreement, many views are reasonable, and there are a
number of rationales by which morally decent people who are rea-
soning responsibly may come to hold different views. However, this
disagreement need not undermine attempts to develop principles
of justice that can apply to society broadly. As a society, we can and
do find fair terms of social cooperation without requiring everyone
to agree to the same moral view.

Rawls argues that there are certain core areas of agreement that
any view of justice that could be considered reasonable should be
able to capture [125, 126]. Our considered convictions of justice
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include ideas like “religious intolerance and racial discrimination
are unjust” and, if a theory of justice cannot show why, e.g., racial
and gender discrimination are wrong, it should be revised because it
fails to capture our considered convictions about justice [125, 126].
Extending this intuition in his later work tackling the broad set of
moral and religious disagreements in society [126], Rawls argues
that there is substantial agreement that principles of justice should
treat people as free, equal moral persons and social institutions
should be arranged so that they are substantively (not merely for-
mally) fair. We can leverage these points of agreement to secure
legitimate social structures by appealing to these shared areas of
agreement (which he calls public reasons) when justifying coercive
power. While we cannot expect everyone to agree on every law or
policy, their legitimacy depends on whether they are justified in
terms of public reasons that can be recognized as reasons of the
right kind—i.e., grounded in appeals to freedom, equality, justice,
and fairness [126]. We believe a similar lesson can be applied to
make progress in addressing clear injustices in algorithmic systems
and for adjudicating continued areas of disagreement. Examining
algorithmic harms in terms of power imbalances, inequalities, and
oppression frame these issues in ways that demand revising unjust
structures to better meet the demands of justice.

4 BIAS AND ACCOUNTABILITY IN
GENERATIVE AI

Most of the existing literature on algorithmic bias focuses on appli-
cations to predictive algorithms, wherein mathematical formula-
tions of bias can be developed, implemented, and tuned for specific
tasks and deployments. With the shift towards a new paradigm of
generative AI, models are trained on broad data and applied to an
extremely wide range of tasks, magnifying the potential for harm.
Although the harm to an individual from a single generative AI
output might be small, these harms are multiplied dramatically
across a large number of users, especially if they are all using the
same small set of foundation models [34, 35, 96]. The general public
has frequent direct interactions with generative AI models across
a broad range of social contexts and the potential for harm is dif-
ficult to anticipate. Additionally, generative AI models are used
for wide-ranging tasks they are not explicitly trained for, and their
characteristics are not well understood. Consequently, their large-
scale use presents complex and pressing challenges for addressing
algorithmic harms.

Recent scholarship and media coverage of generative AI has un-
covered a wide range of examples of harmful representations and
associations that are described as evidence of algorithmic bias. In
this section, we outline several prominent cases illustrating different
types of bias arising in generative AI, including both large language
models and vision-language models, to explore what lessons exist-
ing approaches to bias developed for the predictive setting have for
generative AI. We outline challenges created by the lack of clarity
in discussions of algorithmic bias. Disambiguating the kinds of bias
involved can be helpful in better identifying and addressing these
challenges, but will not go far enough and can too easily be used to
deflect accountability for addressing injustices in generative AI. We
also show the need to develop tools for evaluating the justice and
fairness of algorithms in ways that can capture clear cases of harm,

while leaving open productive methods of continued contestation
with respect to what justice requires without risking deflection of
accountability for algorithmic harms.

4.1 Identifying Bias in Generative AI Models
We highlight a collection of examples from the small but grow-
ing body of work exploring harms with respect to large language
models and AI image generators, in order to show that, while help-
ful, disambiguating notions of bias in neutral terminology will not
be sufficient guidance to help address normative concerns. We fo-
cus on generative AI models because the biases in these models
both replicate problems identified by existing research on biased
algorithms but also introduce new challenges.

4.1.1 Bias in large language models. Large language models that
power popular generative AI services like ChatGPT and Bard have
the potential to replicate and amplify existing harmful instances of
biased use of language inways that sustain oppression [26, 27, 51, 53,
72, 94, 141]. The idea that language can be used to perpetuate harm,
particularly against marginalized identities, is well established in
the philosophical literature on speech and harms (see, e.g., [102])
and has been recognized by law (see, e.g., laws prohibiting hate
speech in many countries [9, 13], and the International Criminal
Court linking the use of slurs to instances of genocide [11]). A
finding from early research on algorithmic bias is that biases in the
training set have an enormous influence on the resulting model
(see, e.g. [25]). By pulling their training data from the open internet,
companies are training the AI systems in ways that amplify racist,
misogynistic, and otherwise toxic content that is prevalent on the
internet.

Because language models are designed to mirror patterns in
natural language, they will predictably encode, reinforce, and per-
petuate harmful stereotypes and biases present in the training data,
whether due to historical injustice or underrepresentation in a data
set [141]. These harms extend beyond allocative harms to, pre-
dominantly, more expansive, harder to identify representational
harms and instances of epistemic injustice [33]. For example, in
focus groups, people with disabilities characterized outputs from
large language models as mirroring and reinforcing “perceptions of
disability that participants encountered in their lives and dominant
media,” by emphasizing themes such as visible disability, passivity,
lack of autonomy, sadness, and a desire to be “fixed” [62]. Weidinger
et al. taxonomize social harms that can arise from large language
models producing discriminatory, exclusionary, or toxic language,
or performing worse for certain languages and groups [141]. Fur-
ther, language models have been shown to encode “stereotypical
associations,” “negative sentiment towards specific groups,” and
intersectionality effects (i.e., “more bias against identities marginal-
ized along more than one dimension than would be expected based
on just the combination of the bias along each of the axes”) [27].

4.1.2 Bias in vision-language models. Research has likewise un-
covered extensive evidence of bias in vision-language AI models
trained on internet-scale data [29, 145, 146]. Data sets used to train
vision-language models have been found to contain “troublesome
and explicit images and text pairs of rape, pornography, malign
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stereotypes, racist and ethnic slurs, and other extremely problem-
atic content” [32]. Vision-language models reflect and magnify this
problematic content in various ways that amplify representational
harms and epistemic injustices to marginalized populations. Katz-
man et al. identify and categorize six types of representational
harms in image captioning systems: denying people the opportu-
nity to self-identify, reifying social groups, stereotyping, erasing,
demeaning, and alienating [90]. As one example, image captioning
systems reflect harms of ex-nomination [47] by way of a tendency to
associate white men, aged 20-59, with being the norm and labeling
other groups according to their deviation from this perceived norm
[145]. Image captioning systems also demonstrate significant dis-
parities in performance, sentiment, and word choice in captioning
of lighter versus darker-skinned individuals [148].

Katzman et al. illustrate how different types of representational
harms are in tension with different interventions for bias mitigation
in image captioning. For example, they argue that removing poten-
tially sensitive terms such as ‘hijab’ could result in a system mistag-
ging people wearing hijabs in ways that disrespect or demean them,
or in not tagging them at all, “thereby erasing their identities” [90].
Existing research on bias seems to suggest that disambiguating
specific instances and types of biases may not go far enough in
helping us to mitigate harms caused by these systems. As Zhao et al.
highlight, modern systems actually perform less well than older sys-
tems, reflecting greater disparities between groups [148]. Despite
increased attention to algorithmic bias in recent years, this is not
translating into net improvements for marginalized populations.

AI image generation systems appear to amplify these concerns
through the ways that vision-language models problematically
import and amplify common stereotypes of people. These stereo-
types range from who is assumed to hold particular jobs to the
reduction of women and girls to sexualized objects. For example,
comparing images generated by Stable Diffusion in response to
prompts for different professions described by an adjective reveals
stereotypes in the model, such as an “assertive firefighter” repre-
sented as a white male and a “committed janitor” represented as
a person of color [80]. Vision-language models also amplify the
sexual objectification of women in society, which Wolfe et al. label
sexual objectification bias, by “associating images of professional
women with sexualized descriptions,” “disassociating emotion from
images of objectified women,” and “generating sexualized images
of underage girls” [146]. Harmful associations such as these can
influence beliefs and behaviors in real-world contexts, as research
has demonstrated that repeated exposure to stereotypical images
can be correlated with “discrimination, hostility, and justification of
violence against stereotyped peoples” [29] (citing [20, 38, 64, 131]).

4.1.3 Illustration: Bias in the generation of “magic avatars”. In 2022,
Prisma Labs introduced a “magic avatar” feature for its popular
digital retouching app Lensa AI. Employing the open-source Stable
Diffusion deep learningmodel that was trained on a database of over
five billion image-text pairs of images and captions scraped from
the web, Lensa uses a user’s self portraits to retrain the model and
generate a collection of digital portraits in different art styles [44].

Reports of social biases, including sexism, misogyny, sexual ob-
jectification, racism, and the compounding intersectional nature
of oppression, surfaced immediately. One reporter observed that,

while her male colleagues’ photos were used to generate avatars
such as “astronauts” and “fierce warriors,” hers, as an Asian woman,
generated avatars that were “topless” or with “extremely skimpy
clothes and overtly sexualized poses” [77]. Women have long been
subject to sexual objectification in society, and this is reflected in
online images of women that are sexually objectifying and demean-
ing. Searching for the term “Asian” on the image databases used
to train models such as the one used by Lensa generates results
that are “almost exclusively porn” [76, 77]. In similar datasets, the
language “an 18 year old girl” is associated with images that “often
depict only sexual body parts, with the face omitted, commensu-
rate with findings that objectified female bodies are represented
and recognized by their sexual parts” [145, 146]. It is therefore un-
surprising that many women have reported similar experiences
with Lensa producing highly sexualized avatars based on their
photos [104, 133, 134].

Other users have raised concerns over Lensa’s tendency to lighten
the skin tones and anglicize the features of people of color [133, 134],
and to make people’s bodies appear thinner [134]. Such representa-
tions can contribute to well-documented harms to body image and
mental health in connection with social media use, especially for
teenage girls. The perception that AI-generated avatars present a
“more objective” representation “as if some external, all-knowing
being has generated this image of what you [should] look like” has
the potential to heighten their impact on a user’s body image [95].
Journalists have reported on anecdotal accounts from plastic sur-
geons and psychologists about patients seeking cosmetic surgery to
alter their appearance to more closely resemble their digital avatars,
or experiencing distress when confronted with the fact that their ac-
tual appearance differs from the AI-tuned photos they have posted
on social media [74]. The social biases embedded in such tools
can also make it possible for bad actors to easily generate photo-
realistic nude or otherwise problematic images of a victim using
photos often accessible from their social media profile [89]. Draw-
ing from the classifications of harms in [27, 90, 141], these examples
engender demeaning representations, stereotypical associations,
exclusionary norms, reifying of social groups, intersectionality ef-
fects, and worse performance for some groups than others. They
also illustrate how harms resulting from biased datasets are mag-
nified and made deeply personal and intimately violating when
a generative AI model retrained on an individual’s personal data
produces harmful images in their likeness.

4.2 Disambiguating Bias and Seeking
Accountability in AI

Despite progress on disambiguating various notions of algorithmic
bias at different stages of the machine learning lifecycle, a wide
range of social biases are persistently magnified and reinforced
by generative AI systems. Prior research on fairness in predictive
settings provides lessons on the promises and pitfalls of approaches
to disambiguating bias and seeking justice that may be instructive
towards addressing harms in generative AI systems.

4.2.1 Refusing queries with potentially harmful outputs. In response
to public concerns of bias, companies developing generative AI sys-
tems have implemented various changes, including, for example,
removing offensive content from pre-training datasets and refusing
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certain queries that are deemed likely to produce outputs that are
explicitly biased or prejudicial [121].

The refusal tactic has been implemented for large language mod-
els such as OpenAI’s GPT-4 and for vision-language models such
as Midjourney’s AI image generator. For example, OpenAI seeks to
mitigate bias by training for refusals [120], and Midjourney report-
edly blocks the use of certain words, such as references to female
anatomy, in user prompts, to help prevent the generation of poten-
tially offensive content [78]. Researchers have demonstrated that
Midjourney’s model learned to associate certain parts of the human
anatomy—particularly those related to the female anatomy—with
sexual or violent content [78]. Nevertheless, these associations are
deeply embedded in the model, and simple workarounds, such as
the use of British English spelling, can easily evade the safeguards
and produce outputs reflecting such associations [78].

This approach, though useful, is incomplete and backwards-
looking—patching instances of problematic outputs as they are dis-
covered. It can also contribute to injustice and inequity, if the model
learns from the training for refusal to associate certain marginalized
communities with prohibited content [120]. As we will suggest be-
low, we should also adopt a forward-looking approach to designing
algorithms that reflect a more just picture of the world we would
like rather than piecemeal corrections for the world as it is.

It is critical to identify and address the harm where it oper-
ates. Depending on where the bias arises, different interventions
may be suitable, such as collecting additional data to balance the
training dataset or employing various approaches to measure rep-
resentational bias in and debias language models [82]. Suresh and
Guttag identify seven sources of harm in machine learning, includ-
ing historical, representation, measurement, aggregation, learning,
evaluation, and deployment bias [136]. In the case of AI image gen-
eration systems, each harm that is identified could operate at one or
more stages. For example, the demeaning representations of Asian
women in the Lensa case could reflect historical bias due to misog-
ynist and racist beliefs embedded in society and reflected in online
content, representation bias due to predominantly pornographic
representations of Asian women in the training data, learning bias
if the algorithm amplifies performance disparities between different
groups such as Asian women vs. white men, or evaluation bias if the
bias stems, in part, from the performance of the model being judged
with respect to images of white men but underperformance for
other groups was not discovered or addressed. This becomes more
challenging in generative AI systems actively deployed, whose
learning will be subject to malicious actors and prejudices reflected
in online content and in the real world. Situating the biases identi-
fied in AI systems in the broader social context will help to ensure
we are attentive to the broad range of harms and can identify root
causes of the harms.

4.2.2 Disambiguating bias but deflecting accountability. Disam-
biguating bias can help to clarify the types of harms perpetrated,
who is impacted, and which aspects of an AI system contribute to
this harm. However, it comes with a thus far unrecognized danger—
that it can be used to deflect accountability for harm.

One danger is that by pointing to the ways algorithmic bias em-
beds preexisting social biases into algorithmic systems, the moral
problems are deflected away from the technology and instead point

back to intractable social problems that have long plagued society.
While it is important to acknowledge the persistence of various
forms of discrimination and prejudice in the world, the overempha-
sis on these preexisting biases as the root cause of the problem can
reinforce an idea that the AI systems themselves are neutral and
are not contributing to the problem.

As Langdon Winner argued in 1980, it is necessary to examine
not only the social and economic systems from which a technology
arose, but the political qualities of technologies themselves [144].
Often, “the very process of technical development is so thoroughly
biased in a particular direction that it regularly produces results
counted as wonderful breakthroughs by some social interests and
crushing setbacks by others” [144]. In this case, identifying under-
lying social systems as the cause of bias in AI image generation
is only part of the analysis; it is also critical to examine the tech-
nology itself, what harms it perpetrates, who is harmed, and how.
It is readily foreseeable that a model trained on data scraped in-
discriminately from the web will regularly lead to misogynistic
and racist imagery. It is likewise foreseeable that white men aged
20-59, who are represented as the norm in vision-language models,
would disproportionately receive benefits from this technology,
while women and other marginalized groups that are the subjects
of denigrating imagery online, would be disproportionately harmed
by it.

In response to complaints about pornographic and objectifying
images of women, Prisma Labs updated its system to make it more
difficult to generate adult-oriented content (i.e., the refusal tactic)
and revised its web site to acknowledge the potential for harm
to women. It now features a frequently-asked question of “Why
do female users tend to get results featuring an over sexualised
look?” [99]. They note that “occasional sexualization is observed
across all gender categories, although in different ways,” and pro-
vide an explanation that “[t]he stable Diffusion model was trained
on unfiltered Internet content. So it reflects the biases humans in-
corporate into the images they produce. Creators acknowledge the
possibility of societal biases. So do we.” [99]. In their acknowledge-
ment of the harm, they point to the social biases embedded in the
training data—thereby deflecting the problem from their propri-
etary algorithm toward the well-known misogyny in the world. Yet
the decision to train the algorithm on unfiltered internet content
was a deliberate choice on the part of human agents and one that
could predictably result in disproportionate harms for marginal-
ized groups given the extensive and well-documented prevalence
of racist and misogynistic pornographic content on the web (see,
e.g., [115]).

Prisma Lab’s framing suggests that its model can only reflect the
world as it is. However, technology does not merely shine a neutral
mirror on our world. It actively shapes our future by creating new
possibilities that extend our imagination about what is possible.
This active role is often celebrated by technology innovators—until
it attracts negative press. Then, the claim is that the technology is
not the cause; it simply reflects broader societal problems.

4.2.3 Technology’s role in shaping our future. This brings us to
the third core danger we want to highlight. Many discussions of
algorithmic bias are set against a false binary that we either have
(albeit imperfect) algorithms or the status quo [69]. When presented
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with this choice, algorithms can seem preferable. As Miller explains,
while algorithms are clearly biased, “the humans they are replac-
ing are significantly more biased” [105]. At least with algorithms,
biases can be documented, measured, and adjusted to work toward
improving the status quo. There is also evidence that, in some con-
texts, algorithms can perform better than human decisionmakers
at reducing racial disparities and gender inequities [105].

The choice between biased algorithms and the biases of the status
quo sets up a false binary grounded in a static picture of the world.
However, this relationship is far more dynamic. We can distinguish
between two different epistemic contexts from which to assess
biases built into algorithms. At times, we can seek to understand
the world as it is. For example, when Lensa’s or Midjourney’s
image generation produces predominantly pornographic images of
women, this underscores the prevalence of misogynistic images on
the web. It can give a new reason to call attention to the deep roots
of misogyny and the persistence of this problem in contemporary
society.

There is another important epistemic lens that can be adopted
by those who create, deploy, and evaluate algorithms—a forward-
looking lens that seeks to build a more just future. For interventions
to secure algorithmic accountability to effectively address harms in
a rapidly evolving landscape of generative AI and other advances, it
will be necessary to design sociotechnical systems and regulations
with a forward-looking lens rather than to react to instances of
harm as they arise. Developers should be aware of social injustice
so they can make specific choices for correcting injustice, towards
building algorithms that do not reflect the world as it is but instead
start to reflect and build the ideals of a more just future.

4.3 Designing Interventions for Accountability
Designing notions of justice that can be embedded in sociotechnical
systems and regulations will be critical to ensuring robust inter-
ventions for algorithmic accountability. Better training for human
labelers, for example, is not enough to ensure robustly just systems,
as research has shown that harmful associations along the lines of
race, gender, and the intersection of race and gender can be auto-
matically learned by unsupervised vision-language models [135].

Sociotechnical systems require proactive and continual monitor-
ing for algorithmic injustices, and research to develop bias metrics
to measure and reduce representational harms such as stereotyp-
ing in algorithmic systems is crucial towards developing proactive
interventions (see, e.g., [40, 53, 65, 73, 101, 127, 148]). For instance,
Dev et al. introduce a framework of representational harms as well
as a set of heuristics that can be used to align bias measures in
natural language processing with specific harms [52]. Returning
to Rawls [126], we can ground conceptions of algorithmic harm
in terms of power imbalances, inequalities, and oppression, and
demand that sociotechnical systems and the regulatory frameworks
that govern their use be designed based on principles of justice—
to treat people as free, equal moral persons, and to require social
institutions to be arranged so that they are substantively fair.

Although the adoption of sociotechnnical interventions presents
numerous practical challenges [128], various approaches that could
incorporate a forward-looking lens are emerging, including partici-
patory design, algorithmic auditing, and regulatory oversight.

4.3.1 Participatory design. Because marginalized communities are
disproportionately harmed by representational biases, a critical
component of interventions for ensuring justice and equity in gen-
erative AI is participatory design. Blodgett et al. call for researchers
and practitioners to make explicit their normative reasoning and to
take into account the “lived experiences of members of communities
affected by NLP systems” [33]. In the case of Lensa, conversations
with marginalized groups could have promptly alerted the develop-
ers to the predictable misogyny and racism that runs rampant on the
open internet and is reflected in the generated images. As an illustra-
tion of the value of user participation, Gadiraju et al. demonstrated
how focus groups with people with disabilities readily surfaced a
wide range of ways in which outputs from a large language model,
while not producing blatantly offensive outputs, mirrored subtle
stereotypes that people with disabilities encounter in their daily
lives and in popular media [62]. A better understanding of how
communities experience oppression could point to different choices
for data curation and model training to reflect ideals of gender
and racial equality rather than marginalization and gender-based
violence. With deliberate design choices informed by the lived ex-
periences of marginalized groups, generative AI applications could
work as well for Asian women as they do for their white male
colleagues, and as well for persons with disabilities as for persons
without disabilities.

Awareness of the importance of community involvement in the
design of public-facing algorithmic systems is growing. In OpenAI’s
February 2023 response to user concerns about “outputs that they
consider politically biased, offensive, or otherwise objectionable,”
the company announced plans to solicit public input from “as many
perspectives as possible” and invest in research and engineering
to address bias with improvements based on feedback from the
user community [121]. Inviting public input is a step in the right
direction, but it is often employed in ways that are more backwards
looking to correct errors in deployment rather than forward-looking
to anticipate and design more robustly just products.

4.3.2 Algorithmic auditing. Regular auditing and continuous mon-
itoring is another component that is critical to ensuring they meet
the demands of justice. One approach is to invite feedback from peo-
ple who are using these algorithms in a variety of cultural setting.
As Shen et al. highlight, regular auditing by everyday users who
engage with algorithmic systems in real-world social and cultural
contexts is crucial because these users are well-situated to detect
algorithmic harms that may go unnoticed by design teams [130].
There are two ways to view algorithmic auditing: this auditing can
be used to ensure compliance with clear standards as a method of
enforcement, but it can also be used as a forward-looking mode
of oversight. Researchers have called for internal audits of algo-
rithms for adherence to ethical standards prior to deployment and
for continually monitoring the model throughout its lifecycle [124].
Frameworks for ensuring justice and equity in sociotechnical sys-
tems, informed by legal requirements and philosophical theory,
could be incorporated in the standards used in such processes.

4.3.3 Regulatory oversight. Another promisingmodel for a forward-
looking approach to oversight could put the burden on companies
to prove the safety, efficacy, and adherence to justice to a regula-
tory body before it is deployed or released. This model is inspired
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by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (see, e.g., [139]), which
requires pharmaceutical companies to prove that a drug meets
strict standards for safety and efficacy before it is approved for use.
Adopting a similar model for algorithms and generative AI systems
could require organizations developing and deploying the system
to demonstrate their safety, efficacy, and adherence to requirements
for justice and equity prior to releasing these tools to the public.
Stricter standards could be adopted for algorithms designed for use
in highly-consequential domains or otherwise expected to have a
significant impact on a large number of people.

5 CONCLUSION
Conversations around how to design, implement, and evaluate fair
algorithms are impeded by a lack of common understanding of
the term ‘bias.’ One step researchers and practitioners could take
is to disambiguate the term bias and adopt instead a wider range
of terminology, such as prejudice, discrimination, and statistical
weighting, that more accurately expresses when and which types of
injustices occur. Yet, even when researchers are precise in locating
the specific harm, there is a real danger this can be used to deflect
accountability away from the algorithm and its developers. Injus-
tices persist in both the world and in the algorithms that reflect
and amplify societal harms. But this need not mean we can hope
for no better. We call attention to the interplay between modeling
the world as it is and promoting a more just and equitable social
order, and argue that the design and use of algorithms has a role to
play in both aspects.
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